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EWE TEL GmbH

Telecommunication
for northwest Germany.
The company

Customers

We operate the EWE telecommunication
network.

Sales (mio. €)

444.0

Employees

1,235

We invest in broadband infrastructure and supply
the region with high-speed internet.

Foundation

1996

Our private, business, and carrier customers
benefit from our large range of
telecommunication services.
We provide local

service and support.

Networks (km)

615,300

37,726
22,536 fibre optic

Product brands
Shareholdings

As of 31.12.2015
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EWE AG

We are part of the EWE Group,
which bundles energy, information technology and telecommunications.
Business Areas

Head office

Oldenburg

Employees

8,855 (ø year)

Sales
Capital
expenditure

€7.80 billion
€715.3 million

Electricity
customers

1.3 million

Natural gas
customers

1.7 million

As of 31.12.2015
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The EWE TEL GmbH sales area

We are wherever our customers are –
in northwest Germany for private customers – throughout the whole of
Germany for business customers.

Hamburg

Oldenburg
Bremen

Bremerhaven

Eberswalde
Osnabrück

Herford

Berlin

Paderborn

Osnabrück-Steinfurt Region:
Bremen/Bremerhaven Region:
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What We Do

EWE starts large-scale deployment of FTTH/FTTB
connections in 2017:
• 1.2 billion EUR investment
• 1 million homes passed
(= 30 % of the total quantity in the EWE sales area)
• 10 years roll-out period
One of the largest investment projects in EWE history
Basis for a sustainable and competitive region of very
high data connectivity in northwest Germany
Details are currently worked out
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What We See in Europe
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As We Understand the EECC

• Central target: stimulation of fibre access
• Measures are based on best practice in Europe
(notably France, Portugal and Spain)
• Idea of bottleneck regulation
• Physical infrastructure access as a key driver
• Hierarchy of access types
1. Prior access to civil engineering (SMP)
2. Access to inhouse infrastructure or first
distribution point (symmetric regulation)
3. Access to specific network facilities (SMP)
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What We Consider

Many ways lead to Rome - and to fibre coverage
• Different aspects have to be carefully considered
in particular cases:
1. Economic factors
a. Build or buy
b. Urban vs. rural areas
2. Topology of existing infrastructures
3. Market situation
4. Regulatory situation
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What We Conclude

1. Economic Factors
a. Build or buy
• Focusing on physical infrastructure access fosters
fibre deployment
• However: incumbents are interested in using their
written off copper assets as long as possible
• Without existing incumbent fibre network, no access
option, but motivation of competitors to build
à The clear gigabit-focus of the Commission has to
be adopted by all Member States in order to
stimulate investment in fibre access
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What We Conclude
b. Urban vs. rural areas
• In very dense areas competition of fibre
networks will develope anyway
• Finding Investors for a roll-out in less dense
areas is more difficult
à Different approaches to offer incentives for
deploying fibre access in urban and rural
areas might be reasonable
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What We Conclude
2. Topology of existing infrastructures
• Existing network topologies are very different
• Duct access only creates synergies, if duct
network also contains the last mile
à Duct access not suitable as „one fits all
solution“
3. Market Situation
• There are different players using different fibre
based technologies (e.g. cable, FTTH/B, mobile)
à Focusing on connectivity is appropriate and
technology neutral
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What We Conclude

4. Regulatory Situation
• In many Member States regulation is based on
the access to the incumbent‘s last mile
• Hierarchy of access to civil engineering, notably
ducts and poles does not make sense, because
of very different status in the 29 Member States
• Benchmarks show that fibre roll-outs can be
incentivated without duct access (such as
Lithuania, Letvia, Estonia and Sweden)
à NRAs should be provided with the entire
equally ranking „tool box“
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Thank you for your attention.
Andrea Weissenfels
EWE TEL GmbH
Cloppenburger Straße 310
26133 Oldenburg
04 41 / 80 00-3820
andrea.weissenfels@ewe.de
www.ewe.de
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